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Joyful News - March 13, 2015
Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health Coach, Certified
Law of Attraction Practitioner,
ordained minister and Doctor of
Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes to
overcome their challenges with
money, relationships, career,
business, health and well being.
Using both 21st Century
technological advances and
established, time-honored
spiritual techniques, her work
includes clearing negative
memories, property and karma.
She is an angelic channel who
shares messages on her Angel
Enlightenment blog, which are
now included within the Express
Success blog and authored the
book Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael

Why Go Public as Archangel Michael's Twin Flame?
Following the announcement Archangel
Michael made about my being his twin
flame, people had questions. Because
announcing that I am Archangel Michael’s
twin flame is controversial, people have
asked why it was important to go public
with the information.
I asked why it is important to go public. I
was perfectly comfortable and preferred
keeping that private for several reasons.
First, I didn’t think anyone would believe
me. My heavenly colleagues confirmed that
would be the case. This information goes
against popular opinion. The only way
someone would recognize it as truth is if
they resonated high enough to access the
information themselves.
Even channels would not be in a position to
verify the information if they didn’t resonate
high enough. If they could receive the information accurately, it would also have to be
filtered through their ego and that could block their accuracy. One of the reasons I have
information verified by trusted colleagues [those I know who do resonate high enough],
is I want to make sure my ego is not in the way at any juncture. If I am too attached to
what I think I know, or want to believe, or if I have fear of the truth, I could block my
own accuracy. That is one of the reasons my heavenly colleagues worked on removing
much of my ego.
That is not to say fear didn’t come up before coming out with this news. It’s not easy
being a person who was raised to be concerned what everyone thought and wanting to
be liked and then go public with controversial information. I knew what human nature is
and how people could react to information that goes against their belief system, etc.
Now, to answer the actual question. I have been asked to help clear the effects of
darkness on humanity. I have already cleared the cause of darkness. Humanity is still

to Change Your Life. She was also
a contributing author to Big Bold
Business. Her chapter addresses
how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your
success.
Her pro bono work focuses on a
global peace and prosperity
initiative healing the cause of the
imbalances of life to the
atrocities affecting all.

To schedule a session
or a 15-minute getacquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy
Email or call 800-801-7597
There is no pressure to move
forward on this work if you
decide there is not a fit for our
working together. It is useful,
however, to make sure we are
a right fit for each other so
don't hesitate to schedule the
time.

operating at the effect. In order for me to be most effective, it is useful for people to
know who I actually am. Carrying the same soul as Archangel Michael will explain to
many people some of the credentials I have for being able to know and clear certain
information.
The role is something I had to grow into, clear for and battle over. I had to battle both
my own personal fears as well as darkness that was operating through others to
undermine me. Apparently, darkness knew who’s soul I carried and my purpose before I
did.
Believe me, when Michael came to me in 2004 announcing I was him incarnate, I didn’t
quite get what that meant. When he asked me to join him in a healing practice, I didn’t
quite get the full scope and ramifications of that. I had to grow in understanding as well
as skill set.
I am reminded of the day I stood on my balcony with him by my side and a demon
appeared and I got rid of it while Michael just stood there. I was mad that he did
nothing. Of course, now I realize it was part of my preparation of what was to come. If
he had alerted me to the full scope of my duties and plans, however, I would likely have
felt inadequate, frightened and not move forward to work with him.
So, they helped me evolve into the role. I kept hearing I had the role of a lifetime and it
certainly turned out to be. But if I had been privy consciously to the full job description
and expectations, I may have declined. It was only because my soul knew my purpose
that I kept going and the awareness and skills were developed.
My coming out apparently had a profound affect already without doing the work they
are preparing me for next. The report has been there is much more light in the universe
due to making my announcement that I am Archangel Michael’s twin flame. I have
heard staggering numbers of souls awakening due to the news. That awakening
continues to expand as the more light there is the more that light expands.
The more light, the quicker we can achieve peace on earth and all can experience more
joy, love, freedom, balance and abundance.
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